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0 of 0 review helpful A rare point of view of a Palestinian woman on the conflict with Israelis By Sense amp 
Sensibility This is worth reading to get an idea of the more multi faceted history behind the Israeli Palestinian conflict 
This is written from a Palestinian point of view which has been less easy to access and very valuable for understanding 
the conflict It is also an inside look at several Palestinian women Soon to be a major motion picture from the award 
winning director Julian Schnabel starring Freida Pinto WRITTEN BY the much admired Italo Palestinian journalist 
Rula Jebreal Miral is a novel that focuses on remarkable women whose lives unfold in the turbulent political climate 
along the borders of Israel and Palestine The story begins with Hind a woman who sacrifices everything to establish a 
school for refugee Palestinian girls in East Jerus From Publishers Weekly This novel of a Palestinian girl growing up 
amid the intifada is packed with historical facts but never rises above mediocrity Philanthropist Hind Husseini creates 
a children s shelter in 1948 in response to the destruction wrought by th 
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ferrari world abu dhabis latest attraction welcomed its inaugural riders  mirialans were a near human species native to 
the planet mirial they had green to yellow skin  audiobook time book critic lev grossman grabs an early copy of 
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